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ABSTRACT: Gait modification offers a noninvasive option for offloading the medial compartment of the knee in patients with knee
osteoarthritis. While gait modifications have been proposed based on their ability to reduce the external knee adduction moment, no gait
pattern has been proven to reduce medial compartment contact force directly. This study used in vivo contact force data collected from a single
subject with a force-measuring knee replacement to evaluate the effectiveness of two gait patterns at achieving this goal. The first was a
‘‘medial thrust’’ gait pattern that involved medializing the knee during stance phase, while the second was a ‘‘walking pole’’ gait pattern that
involved using bilateral walking poles commonly used for hiking. Compared to the subject’s normal gait pattern, medial thrust gait produced
a 16% reduction and walking pole gait a 27% reduction in medial contact force over stance phase, both of which were statistically
significant based on a two-tailed Mann–Whitney U-test. While medial thrust gait produced little change in lateral and total contact force over
the stance phase, walking pole gait produced significant 11% and 21% reductions, respectively. Medial thrust gait may allow patients
with knee osteoarthritis to reduce medial contact force using a normal-looking walking motion requiring no external equipment, while
walking pole gait may allow patients with knee osteoarthritis or a knee replacement to reduce medial, lateral, and total contact force in
situations where the use of walking poles is possible. �2009 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Orthop Res

27:1016–1021, 2009
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Articular cartilage overloading is believed to contribute
to the development of medial compartment knee osteo-
arthritis (OA).1 Consequently, joint-sparing treatments
are often aimed at reducing medial compartment
contact force.2 For example, high tibial osteotomy
(HTO) surgery seeks to achieve this goal by correcting
varus malalignment.3 For some patients, the surgery
results in decreased pain, improved function, and a
decreased rate of disease progression,3–5 supporting the
hypothesis that reducing medial compartment contact
force has disease modifying potential.

Gait modification may offer a noninvasive alternative
for achieving the same goal. However, assessment of
effectiveness is difficult since medial compartment
contact force cannot be measured in vivo under normal
circumstances. To address this limitation, researchers
have identified the external knee adduction moment as a
surrogate measure for medial compartment contact
force.6–8 The peak value of this moment during stance
phase has been correlated with poorer outcomes follow-
ing HTO surgery7,8 as well as with pain,9,10 disease
severity,11 and the rate of disease progression12 in
nonoperated patients. Thus, if gait modification can
reduce the peak knee adduction moment, it may provide
one of the few conservative treatment options with
disease modifying potential. Furthermore, it could fill
an important treatment ‘‘hole’’ for patients in their 40s
and 50s who no longer achieve sufficient pain relief
through pharmacological means and yet want to delay a
total knee replacement.

A variety of gait patterns have been investigated
based on their potential to reduce the external knee
adduction moment. These include toeing out,6,8,13 walk-
ing more slowly or with decreased stride length,8,14

walking with increased medial-lateral trunk sway,15,16

using lateral heel wedges,9,17 walking with a cane,2 or
walking with medialized knees (i.e., ‘‘medial thrust’’
gait).18–21 Medial thrust gait is advantageous since it
maintains a patient’s normal walking speed, does not
require special shoes or inserts, and utilizes a walking
motion that looks ‘‘normal’’ to the casual observer.
Similar to walking with a cane, walking with hiking
poles may also be advantageous by providing a stabiliz-
ing moment in the frontal plane. While the external knee
adduction moment is highly correlated with medial
compartment contact force,22 the ultimate test for any
gait pattern is to demonstrate experimentally that it
reduces medial compartment contact force directly.

This study evaluates the ability of two gait patterns
to reduce medial compartment contact force in the
knee. The two patterns investigated were a ‘‘medial
thrust’’ gait involving knee medialization during stance
phase18–20 and a ‘‘walking pole’’ gait involving bilateral
walking poles commonly used by hikers.23 The effective-
ness of both gait patterns was evaluated using internal
contact force data collected from a single patient with a
force-measuring knee replacement. Since walking poles
provide external force inputs, we hypothesized that
walking pole gait would be more effective than medial
thrust gait at reducing medial compartment contact
force. We also hypothesized that both gait patterns would
produce the largest reductions in medial compartment
contact force near 25% and 75% of stance phase, the
locations of peak contact force.
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METHODS
One patient with a force-measuring knee replacement (male,
right knee, age 83, mass 68 kg, height 1.7 m, body mass index
23.5, implanted contralateral knee) performed overground gait
with simultaneous collection of internal knee contact force and
external ground reaction force data. The patient was tested
31

2 years after implantation for primary knee osteoarthritis.
Institutional review board approval was obtained, and the
subject provided informed consent. The patient’s implant
utilized a custom tibial prosthesis instrumented with four
uniaxial force transducers, a microtransmitter, and an
antenna, where the transducers measured compressive force
at the four corners of the tibial tray.24

The subject performed five trials for each of three different
gait patterns (normal, medial thrust, and walking pole; Fig. 1)
at his self-selected walking speed of 1.23 m/s. The subject was
given approximately 10 min of verbal instruction and training
to learn each of the modified gait patterns. For medial thrust
gait, he was instructed to bring his stance leg knee toward the
midline of his body by increasing his knee flexion slightly19,20

and internally rotating his hip slightly.18 The goal was to reduce
the moment arm of the ground reaction force vector about the
knee center. For walking pole gait, the subject used two Leki
Makalu Tour walking poles with rubber tips (LEKI Lenhart
GmbH, Kirchheim, Germany). Pole height was adjusted based
on the manufacturer’s recommendations, and the subject was
instructed to place the contralateral pole on the ground opposite
his stance leg heel at the instant of heel strike.

The effectiveness of medial thrust and walking pole gait was
evaluated by comparing medial, lateral, and total tibial contact
forces with those generated by the patient’s normal gait
pattern. For each trial, stance phase was identified using
the time frames for which the vertical ground reaction force was
non-zero. Force transducer data from the instrumented
implant were converted into medial, lateral, and total contact
force data using a previously validated regression equation
developed for the same patient and instrumented implant.25

Tibial contact force changes were quantified at 25%, 50%, and
75% of stance phase and for the mean value over all of stance

phase (i.e., 0 to 100%). These locations were selected since no
clear peaks existed in some of the contact force data, making it
impossible to analyze changes in peak values, and since peaks
and troughs in contact force normally occur near 25%, 50%, and
75% of stance phase. Medial, lateral, and total contact force
changes between the three gait patterns were analyzed using a
two-tailed nonparametric Mann–Whitney U-test with the level
of significance set at 0.05. Changes in speed, cadence, and
average vertical ground reaction force were also analyzed
statistically to investigate whether changes in medial contact
force could be attributed to these sources.

RESULTS
Medial thrust gait and walking pole gait both produced
significant reductions in medial tibial contact force
during stance phase, with walking pole gait being the
most effective (Figs. 2a and 3a; Table 1). For both gait
patterns, most quantified changes in medial contact
force were statistically significant. Relative to normal
gait, medial thrust gait reduced medial tibial contact
force between 7% (90 N) and 28% (229 N) at various
points during stance phase, while walking pole gait
produced reductions of between 15% (181 N) and 45%
(369 N). The largest reductions occurred during mid and
late stance with little reduction occurring in the first
peak during early stance. Walking speed and cadence
were not significantly different between the three gait
patterns, while the average vertical ground reaction
force over stance phase was not significantly different

Figure 1. Photos of ground contact events for the subject
performing (a) normal gait, (b) medial thrust gait, and (c) walking
pole gait.
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Figure 2. Mean curves for (a) medial, (b) lateral, and (c) total
knee contact force during stance phase from five trials each of
normal gait (solid line), medial thrust gait (dashed line), and
walking pole gait (dotted line).
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between normal and medial thrust gait but was differ-
ent between normal and walking pole gait.

In contrast, only walking pole gait produced signifi-
cant reductions in lateral tibial contact force over stance
phase (Figs. 2b and 3b; Table 2). Though medial thrust
gait produced no significant changes in lateral tibial
contact force relative to normal gait, there was a trend
toward an increase of between 11% (45 N) and 29%
(100 N), with a small decrease at 75% of stance phase.
When walking pole gait was compared to the other two
gait patterns, most quantified lateral contact force
changes were significant except at 25% of stance phase.
Relative to normal gait, walking pole gait reduced lateral
tibial contact force between 11% (44 N) and 29% (163 N),
with a small increase at 25% of stance phase.

In a similar manner, walking pole gait but not
medial thrust gait produced significant reductions in
total tibial contact force over stance phase (Figs. 2c
and 3c; Table 3). Medial thrust gait produced no
significant changes in total contact force relative
to normal gait except at 75% of stance phase, with a
trend toward decreased total contact force of between 7%
(77 N) and 12% (177 N). In contrast, walking pole gait
produced significant changes in nearly all total contact
force quantities relative to the other two gait patterns.
Reductions relative to normal gait were between 10%
(155 N) and 39% (457 N).

DISCUSSION
This study investigated the effectiveness of two gait
patterns for reducing medial compartment contact force
in the knee. Both gait patterns produced significant
reductions throughout stance phase, though walking
pole gait was the most effective, and reductions in the
first peak were limited. Since the subject trained with
each modified gait pattern for only 10 min before
testing, larger reductions in the first peak in particular
might have been achieved with further habituation.
Most quantified changes relative to normal gait were
statistically significant, and their magnitudes suggest
that they may be clinically significant as well.

Several possible explanations exist for the reduced
medial contact force achieved by both modified gait
patterns. For medial thrust gait, the reduction was not
due to placing an increased load on the contralateral leg,
as no change in average vertical ground reaction force
was observed between normal and medial thrust gait.
The trend toward increased lateral contact force sug-
gests that medial thrust gait shifted a portion of the
medial contact force to the lateral compartment, similar
to what one would expect from HTO surgery. This shift
was achieved without an increase in total contact force,
which could have occurred if muscle co-contraction
had increased. Instead, a trend toward decreased total
contact force was observed. Thus, medial thrust gait
appears to shift a portion of the contact load to the
lateral compartment while simultaneously decreasing
total contact force slightly, possibly due to a more
favorable geometric configuration of the leg or reduced
muscle co-contraction. Whether or not the increase in
lateral contact force would be detrimental to the
lateral compartment articular cartilage requires further

Table 1. Mean Changes in Medial Contact Force between the Three Gait Patterns

Gait Cycle (%)

Normal to Medial Thrust Normal to Walking Pole Medial Thrust to Walking Pole

Relative (%) Absolute (N) Relative (%) Absolute (N) Relative (%) Absolute (N)

25 �7 �90 �15* �181* �8 �91
50 �28* �229* �45* �369* �24 �140
75 �17* �155* �43* �384* �31* �229*
0–100 �16* �122* �27* �205* �13* �83*

*Indicates significant differences (p<0.05).
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Figure 3. Mean and standard deviation of (a) medial, (b) lateral,
and (c) total knee contact force at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 0 through
100% of stance phase from five trials each of normal gait (black
bars), medial thrust gait (gray bars), and walking pole gait (white
bars). Asterisks indicate significant differences (p< 0.05).
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investigation, but the effect is likely to be comparable to
that of HTO surgery.

For walking pole gait, the most likely explanation for
reduced medial contact force is that some of the ground
reaction force was transferred through the contralateral
walking pole. This explanation is supported by a
reduction in average vertical ground reaction force for
walking pole gait compared to normal gait.23 This ground
reaction force reduction translated into significant
medial (27%, 205 N) and lateral (11%, 44 N) contact
force reductions over stance phase. The fact that the
largest reduction occurred in the medial compartment is
likely due to the contralateral walking pole counter-
acting the external knee adduction moment. These
observations suggest that walking poles offload both
compartments of the tibiofemoral joint via two mecha-
nisms: 1) bearing a portion of the external axial force, and
2) bearing a portion of the external adduction moment.

Despite good overall reduction in medial contact force,
both modified gait patterns were relatively ineffective at
reducing the first peak in medial contact force near 25%
of stance phase. It is not known whether medial thrust
and walking pole gait could be modified so as to achieve
significant medial contact force reductions at this point
as well. Medial thrust gait was originally designed using
a patient-specific computational model that predicted
gait alterations to minimize the external knee adduction
moment.19,20 If internal knee contact force data from the
present subject could be accurately fitted as a function
of the subject’s external knee loads (three forces and
three torques) calculated from inverse dynamics, then a
similar computational approach could be used to predict
further gait refinements to minimize medial contact
force directly. Applying a similar computational
methodology to walking pole gait would be difficult
without having contact force measurements between the

walking poles and the floor. Conceptually, placing the
contralateral walking pole on the ground slightly before
heel strike may increase knee offloading during early
stance phase, though the resulting phase shift in arm
motion may be difficult to achieve from a coordination
perspective.

The large percent changes in lateral contact force
produced by medial thrust gait and walking pole gait
need to be interpreted in light of the corresponding
absolute changes. The largest changes in lateral contact
force were a 29% increase due to medial thrust gait (25%
of stance phase) and a 29% decrease due to walking pole
gait (75% of stance phase). These percent changes
correspond to absolute changes of 98 N and 163 N,
respectively. At the same points during stance phase,
medial thrust gait decreased medial contact force by 7%
(90 N), while walking pole gait decreased it by 15%
(181 N)—much smaller values percent-wise, but com-
parable values on an absolute scale. Thus, since medial
contact forces were significantly larger than lateral
contact forces, large percent changes in lateral contact
force correspond to much smaller percent changes in
medial contact force.

The primarily limitation of this study is the use of only
a single subject with a force-measuring knee replace-
ment. To date, only four patients in the United States
have been implanted for force-measuring knee replace-
ments. Thus, the opportunity to obtain in vivo knee
contact force data for different gait patterns is highly
limited. Use of a subject with a total knee replacement is
also a limitation, as the subject’s normal, medial thrust,
and walking pole gait patterns may differ from those of
subjects with natural knees. We have compared our
subject’s ground reaction force curves with data from
normal subjects reported in the literature26 and found
good agreement. Our subject’s self-selected walking

Table 2. Mean Changes in Lateral Contact Force between the Three Gait Patterns

Gait Cycle (%)

Normal to Medial Thrust Normal to Walking Pole Medial Thrust to Walking Pole

Relative (%) Absolute (N) Relative (%) Absolute (N) Relative (%) Absolute (N)

25 29 98 8 26 �17 �72
50 27 100 �24 �88 �40* �188*
75 �4 �23 �29* �163* �26* �140*
0–100 11 45 �11* �44* �20* �88*

*Indicates significant differences (p<0.05).

Table 3. Mean Changes in Total Contact Force between the Three Gait Patterns

Gait Cycle (%)

Normal to Medial Thrust Normal to Walking Pole Medial Thrust to Walking Pole

Relative (%) Absolute (N) Relative (%) Absolute (N) Relative (%) Absolute (N)

25 1 8 �10* �155* �10 �163
50 �11 �129 �39* �457* �31* �328*
75 �12* �177* �38* �547* �29* �369*
0–100 �7 �77 �21* �248* �16* �172*

*Indicates significant differences (p<0.05).
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speed was also within the range observed for normal
subjects.27 Furthermore, the subject’s gait pattern
appeared visually ‘‘normal,’’ which is not always the
case for older subjects with a joint replacement. Based on
these observations, it is unlikely that our subject’s
normal gait pattern was highly aberrant. Though
further investigation with additional instrumented knee
patients is needed to determine the extent to which these
results can be generalized, to our knowledge, this study
is the first to validate clinically promising gait patterns
using in vivo tibial contact force data.

Another limitation of this study is that the external
knee adduction moment was not calculated to examine
its ability to predict the measured changes in medial
contact force. A recent study reported that one’s
interpretation of the effectiveness of a gait modification
at reducing the external knee adduction moment is
highly dependent on how the knee adduction moment is
calculated.28 Researchers have used different reference
frames (i.e., the laboratory, the tibia, the femur, and a
floating reference frame) and different directions within
those reference frames to calculate the knee adduction
moment, with different methods yielding different
results. Which calculation method (if any) yields knee
adduction moment results that accurately predict
changes in medial contact force produced by different
gait patterns is unknown.

An important issue for clinical implementation of
medial thrust gait is whether knee OA patients can both
achieve and maintain this gait pattern. An advantage of
medial thrust gait compared to other gait modifications
is that it looks natural to the naked eye. Since no external
devices are required, it also has the advantage of being
usable anywhere and at any time. These characteristics
make it a good contender for clinical implementation.
However, it is unknown how quickly and easily knee OA
patients can achieve a medial thrust gait pattern, and
consequently, whether they can ingrain it so that it
becomes second nature. These issues are the topic of
ongoing investigation. A previous study used gait
retraining to treat hip dysplasia, and those subjects
maintained their modified gait pattern for at least a year
following the end of retraining.29 Athletes are successful
at learning new ways of running, kicking, jumping, and
throwing so as to improve athletic performance. These
movement modifications must become second nature to
be useful during competition. Thus, it is reasonable to
believe that at least some patients with knee OA would
be motivated enough to learn and ingrain a modified gait
pattern if it provided significant pain relief.

In summary, this study used in vivo contact force
measurements from an instrumented knee implant to
investigate the effectiveness of two gait patterns for
reducing medial compartment contact force in the knee.
Both the medial thrust gait pattern and the walking pole
gait pattern produced statistically, and possibly clini-
cally, significant reductions in medial compartment
contact force throughout stance phase, though reduc-
tions in the first peak near 25% of stance phase were the

smallest. The walking pole gait pattern also produced
significant reductions in lateral compartment contact
force. For individuals with total knee replacements, use
of walking poles may significantly reduce the develop-
ment of wear, while for individuals with medial compart-
ment knee osteoarthritis, use of medial thrust gait or
walking poles may minimize further damage to the
articular surfaces.
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